
Squad



Using today’s 
challenges 
to build 
tomorrow’s 
capabilities.
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We all know that the lasting solutions to complex problems are developed when 
diverse ideas are combined. This inclusive environment is also where we learn 
the most and grow rapidly. 

The Fp Squad creates a space for these creative collisions to happen. We bring 
together small groups of leaders, managers and professionals from multiple 
organisations to resolve their current challenges while learning to avoid similar 
problems recurring in the future. 

Learning while in the flow
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Create sustainable value and high-performance. 

The Fp Squad is a diverse cohort of people that work on their organisations’ 
most pressing strategic challenges over the course of a year. Each quarter 
is built around critical aspects of complex issues – setting direction, acting in 
uncertainty, building learning into existing systems, involving others – allowing 
the members to make tangible progress on their challenges, while building 
their own capabilities to lead. 
 
We offer experienced facilitators, inspiring speakers, unparalleled access 
to the world of high-performance sport, provocation from academics, 
psychologists, entrepreneurs and leaders in other performance contexts. 
However, the real magic happens between the members of the Squad, as 
they experience first-hand creating and working in a high-performing team. 
All from the inspiring environment of the Bath Rugby Performance Centres
and via regular digital drop-ins. 
 
We anticipate long term relationships with individual members and member 
organisations as we believe that together we can create a way of learning that 
can transform performance and the communities in which we live and work.

At a Glance

Resolve a strategic business challenge while developing capabilities  
to work and lead in complexity.

   12-month commitment
   2 to 4 participants from 5 to 7 organisations
   A quarterly learning cycle:

 Month 1 – Shaping the Question
   Month 2 – Exploring your Context
   Month 3 – Designing an Experiment

   One in-person gathering every month at Farleigh House or The Rec
   Virtual support throughout the year from Fp and your Squad members

“We provide inspiring 
speakers, thought 
provoking research 
and expert coaching.”
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  Concrete progress on a significant strategic challenge  
in your organisation

   Development of leadership capabilities, including:
  
 Making sense of complexity and leading in uncertainty
  
  Understanding personal biases and their impact on decision making
  
  Inspiring others by building empathy and showing vulnerability
  
  Using critical thinking to approach dilemmas and paradoxes
  
  Staying resourceful and creating a practice for continual learning

  A lasting network peers to provide support and perspective

  Insider-access to the high-performance practices of  
professional sport

The benefits of 
being a Squad 
Member
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Fp Squad has been designed to respond to the live challenges we face. 

The global pandemic has underlined that we are in a world that is increasingly 
uncertain and complex, and while also deeply interconnected at times, hugely 
divided. Solutions to strategic problems can only be found by looking both 
inside and outside our organisations, by having a clear direction or purpose and 
remaining agile and responsive too. All of us need to draw on more of ourselves 
to thrive in this context – to strive for purposeful performance.

Challenges that 
organisations face
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Some of the challenges that organisations bring to Fp Squad include:

   How do we accelerate growth in a declining market?

   How do we best prepare ourselves for the investment we need to scale?

 How do we engage and energise a workforce that is tired and cynical?

  How to we develop the behaviours to have our new enterprise system 
deliver its projected efficiencies?

  How do we increase agility in a post Covid-19 world?

  How do we radically rethink our organisation so we can achieve more  
with less - without simply demanding people work harder?

Just as the best way to improve as a 
rugby player is through match practice, 
this personal growth comes from 
tackling these strategic challenges in 
an environment of analysis, feedback, 
planning and practice. Successfully 
responding to these kinds of strategic 
questions needs an upgrade in the way 
in which we think and in how we relate 
to ourselves and to others. We need 
to build our capacities for complexity. 
This is what Fp Squad provides.



Pre Start

Before entering the first quarterly 
cycle, we hold a virtual webinar 
to establish some shared ground 
rules, explain the design of the 
Squad and the commitments 
required by the participants. This 
will also be the opportunity for each 
company to introduce themselves 
and their strategic challenges as 
they currently see them. This is 
an important part of the Squad 
beginning to form and build 
relationships. 

First Quarter

The first quarter focuses on setting 
direction. 

As well as being a vital capability 
to lead in complexity, this supports 
the members of the Squad to 
analyse their own organisation and 
more sharply define the strategic 
question that they will carry through 
the year. This first quarter is built 
around the Fp Organisation 
Performance Review (OPR), which 
is an approach for identifying an 
integrated approach to exploring 
strategic questions. 

Second and Third Quarters

Subsequent quarters will have the 
same monthly structure and will be 
organised around themes agreed 
after understanding the challenges 
facing members. 

Our repeating cycle throughout the 
year enables a richer and deeper 
understanding to be built as new 
ideas are built on earlier insights 
and experiments.

The Final Quarter

Many a game of rugby is won or 
lost in the final few minutes. 

The final quarter’s workshop is 
2 full days and is focused on how 
to bring the work to conclusion and 
involve each members’ organisation 
in moving forward. It is also a 
time for deeper reflection and 
celebration. Each organisation will 
also face the decision on whether to 
renew their membership and enter 
a second cycle. This decision will 
form part of each team’s reflections.
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A Typical year
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Month 2
Exploring your Context

Month 2 is about data, with 
participants looking to gather the 
information in their business that will 
help them explore the thoughts and 
ideas emerging in the first month. 
Virtual drop-ins will be focused 
on helping select quantitative and 
qualitive approaches.

The second month is all about 
embracing different, sometimes 
colliding perspectives, as a 
way of promoting learning and 
innovation, with other Squad 
members as a major source 
of these varied points of view. 
The Squad will be encouraged 
to connect through a chat app 
and build a vibrant community, 
where everyone can share their 
experience and resources, such 
as articles or reports.

Month 3
Designing an Experiment

The centrepiece of the third month is a day-long, in-person workshop at 
our Farleigh House Performance Centre. This gives the opportunity to 
mix with professional athletes and sets the tone for a rewarding day of 
hard work and creativity.  
 
The first task of the day is to make sense of the data and insights gathered 
and to design a small intervention or experiment to implement in member 
organisations. This is real work happening, but in a way that will allow 
members to hold and explore complex issues.
 
The second half of the day is about stepping back from all that has 
happened across the quarter, and previous quarters, to review and learn. 
Here we help the members notice not just what they have been doing, 
but how and why. We will help them begin to understand the dynamics 
at play in their organisations, to explore the systems that constrain and 
enable their actions. 
 
Participants leave with a commitment to implement their experiment and 
a series of emerging insights that will be tested and developed as they 
put their actions into practice. We conclude the quarter with some one-to-
one time with each participant focused on their personal learning. 

A Typical Quarter

Month 1
Shaping the Question

We provide a ‘resource pack’ at 
the beginning of the month to be 
worked through before the first 
workshop. The resource pack 
will contain a range of articles, 
videos and other materials that 
collectively provide background to 
the quarter’s theme and a handful 
of reflection questions to help each 
member assess their current level 
of understanding. 

The first workshop of the quarter 
aims to disrupt the members’ 
current thinking and create the 
space for new ideas to be explored. 
This may be through a provocative 
speaker or a hands-on experience. 
Through the process of peer 
challenge members will support 
each other in thinking differently 
about their strategic question. 



What subjects will we cover each month?

We choose a theme for each quarter, which is introduced 
during the first month of the quarterly cycle. We select this 
based on the needs of each Squad cohort that are explored 
in the first quarter. This ensures that everyone is able to 
progress their strategic challenge and develop their own 
leadership capability.

We take an integrated approach to every subject –  
that means we look at:

This way each Squad member builds a comprehensive and actionable 
understanding that is relevant to their organisation’s needs.

Mindset 
and Beliefs

I

WE

Shared 
Assumptions 
and Culture

Habits and
Behaviours

IT

ITS

Systems and 
Processes
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Sarah Williment

With 25+ years of experience working on skills 
development and learning technologies, I am 
passionate about finding ways to enable us to be 
our best selves at work, and in life more broadly. 
I draw my energy from working with others to create 
organisational cultures and environments within 
which we can engender and support continuous 
learning and fulfil our aspirations.
 
Electing to embark on an MEd in Leadership and 
Management halfway through my career ignited 
my interest in, and fascination with, leadership 
development. My motivation arose from a desire 
to develop my own leadership skills but also to 
increase my understanding of how the role of 
a leader can better support the development 
of organisational cultures and the people within 
them. I have worked in many and varied roles 
within the public and private sectors including policy 
development, programme management, e-learning, 
communications and leadership development. 

John Hall 

The combination of playing Rugby for Bath Rugby, 
England, Barbarian’s, working in the professional 
rugby game for over 20 years and running several 
successful businesses has provided me with 
the skills I need to be part of, and lead, a high 
performing team successfully. 
 
On retiring as a player, I became Bath Rugby’s 
first Director of Rugby, moved to Garryowen 
in Ireland as their Director of Rugby and later 
returned to Bath as their forwards coach. My 
return to Bath saw the launch of my first company, 
a sports software and data analysis business 
followed by other businesses also in the same 
arena. I worked with some of the World’s leading 
sports organisations such as FIFA, England 
Rugby, Lawn Tennis Assoc., and the FA.
 
More recently I have become Bath Rugby President 
and am spearheading ‘The President’s Lounge’ as 
well as activities with the Bath Rugby Foundation. 
I also consult to organisations and have a particular 
interest in how we build successful teams and 
relationships in hybrid work environments.
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The Fp team

“Trust is the 
bedrock for 
long term 
growth.”

“I draw my 
energy from 
working with 
others.”
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Graham Abbey 

I began my career as an Aeronautical Engineer 
and my desire to understand how things work 
has stuck with me ever since. This has drawn me 
into exploring human-systems, specifically how to 
create high performing, purposeful businesses.

I have worked internationally as a Management 
Consultant, Human Resources Director (easyJet), 
Charity Trustee (Refugee Council) and Business 
Academic (University of Bath), and was one 
of the world’s first Chief Purpose Officers for 
Tate & Lyle Plc.

I believe that business holds the key to sustainable 
social change and set-up Farleigh Performance to 
work with leaders to step into this responsibility. 
Being part of the Bath Rugby family will enable us 
to disrupt our business thinking with insights and 
practices from sport. 

My PhD research examined storytelling during 
organisational change and I believe now is the 
time to be rewriting the story of business – one 
organisation at a time! 

Other contributors to our previous programmes have included:

  Sammy Burt – Founder, Backpack

  Tarquin McDonald – CEO, Bath Rugby

  Lynne Fernquest – CEO, Bath Rugby Foundation

  Stuart Hooper – Director of Rugby, Bath Rugby

  Caryl Thomas – Project Development and Impact Manager, Bath Rugby 
Foundation, Player, Worcester Warriors and Wales

   Juliet Daye, Fp Consultant

  Professor Veronica Hope Hailey – Emeritus Professor, University of Bath

  Dan Cooper – Head of Analysis, Bath Rugby

  Ruaridh McConnochie – Player, Bath Rugby and England

“Business 
holds the 
key to 
sustainable 
social 
change.”



Venues

We work hard to support the connection between the members of our Squads, 
using digital tools to promote both synchronous and asynchronous conversations. 
There is something special however about what happens when Squads meet 
in person. 

Part of this is the inspiring surroundings of Farleigh House, the Bath Rugby 
Performance Centre. 

Our sessions take place in the custom-made conferencing facilities and our Squad 
members share the public spaces at Farleigh with the Bath Rugby Senior Squad 
and Coaches. We also use the iconic Bath Rugby stadium, The Rec, for some of 
our events, with its convenient location in the centre of the City.
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Farleigh Performance

Formed during the global pandemic, we are passionate about 
making purposeful performance commonplace. 

We combine our extensive experience in business transformation 
with the insights into human performance from professional sport 
to build high-performing organisations. All our work stands-on 
evidenced-based research as we work alongside our clients to 
integrate the strategies, systems, behaviours, mindsets and shared 
assumptions required to consistently deliver at their best for all 
their stakeholders. We believe businesses that live their purpose 
enable growth and transform our world for the better.

Farleigh performance is part of the Bath Rugby family alongside 
Bath Rugby and Bath Rugby Foundation. 

www.farleighperformance.com


